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11. 5294 would require the state secretary to place on the

November ballot in the city of New Bedford the binding question of

whether the city's water should be fluoridated. On November 6, 1973,whether the city's water should be fluoridated. Or

the people of New Bedford, by a 56/ to AA% majoritv
Lilt.
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dation. Despite the expenditure of some $25,000 to
necessary facilities, fluoridation of New Bedford's water has not ve

begun.

1 have long supported responsible fluoridation efforts and I

doubt that any bill which would hinder these efforts would receive my

approval. H.529A would not only make fluoridation more difficult in
M0,., KoHFnrd. but its passage would encourage those in otheragethe city of New Bedford, but its passage would encourage those in oti

t.rhn hnvp not vet accepted the findings of modern medicalthcommunities who have not yet accepted

and dental research to continue their efforts against local
referenda that have approved fluorldati

imous that fluoridation of wate

Ith and harms no one. The beno
rMedical opinion is virtually una
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to children are well documented. Less widely known, but equally significant.
to cnxluten et Iwexu - -
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are the benefits derived by senior citizens from fluoridation. As Dr.

Frederick Stare, Professor of Nutrition at Harvard University, has said,

("Research] indicates) that the older person may have more to gain from

fluoride than the child - not only will he have better teeth (assuming

fluoride is obtained early and throughout life), and thus be able to

secure better nutrition in his old age, but he will also have strong
bones less osteoporosis, and thus be less likely to have a £ra

and he may have less hardening of the arteries. While these health

benefits are in themselves compelling, fluoridation would have an eoonomic
Impact as well. Fluoridation would provide a cheap and effective means of
preventing tooth decay in children, thereby reducing state payments for

dental services.
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In accordance with the provisio
ments to the Constitution, 1 am returning, herewith. House Bill No.n:

tide LVI of the Amend-

5294 entitled, "An Act Authorizing t
a Certain Question on the Ballot
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,
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